
Azure Advantage
Remote Managed Service for Your Azure Environment

Technology is moving quickly, and keeping 

your team up to speed and ready to take on 

new challenges, while still managing their day 

to day responsibilities can be a daunting task. 

Gaining expert experience in new environments 

is a difficult thing to do while managing all your 

existing workloads. Azure Advantage is an easy 

solution to these common problems, freeing you 

up to balance your resources while migrating to 

the new world of the Cloud.

Overwhelmed by day-to-day management 

of your Azure environment? Let Planet 

Technologies take over! Turn to the 

company that Microsoft trusts the most 

to help manage, maintain, and grow your 

Azure environment.

Support

 \ 24/7 Customer Service Phone Support 

 \ Email Support

 \ Data Recovery

 \ Performance Issue Resolution

Management

 \ Real-time Environment Monitoring

 \ Daily Review of Environments

 \ Weekly Environment Status Reports

 \ Monthly Strategic Reviews

Strategic Advisory Services

 \ Trusted Advisor Support for 

Strategic Initiatives  

http://go-planet.com/


For more information on Azure Advantage and Planet 

Technologies Managed Services for Azure, please visit 

www.go-planet.com/azure-advantage and contact us 

directly at info@go-planet.com.
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Azure Advantage gives  you  immediate 

access to Planet’s  resources. Planet handles 

the day-to-day management of your Azure 

environment, while you focus on business 

priorities. From management to overall 

strategic direction – Planet Technologies is 

the partner that will ensure your success. 

We can help you acquire Azure or can 

provide management of your existing Azure 

environment. Reach out today to learn how 

Azure Advantage can be designed to fit 

your management needs.

Release the real power of 

the cloud by combining 

world-class Microsoft Azure 

Data Centers with Planet’s 

Government Expertise.

http://go-planet.com/

